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Antye Greie aka AGF - Einzelkaempfer

Tracklisting:

1. Do Nothing Until (A Quiet Sense Of Truth Is Established)
2. We Break Out
3. Dis-Hero Equals
4. Einzelkaempfer
5. Her Beauty Kills Me
6. Worin mein Mund Zur Bewegung Fand
7. A Poem in 4 Layers
8. Alone In The Woods (The Fox, The Skunk And The Rabbit)
9. Practicing Beat Anarchy
10. Rhythm, Rules and Ink
11. In Battle
12. Kopffüsser (Cephalopod)
13. On Earth


Dear Interested,

My name is Antye Greie also know as AGF. I am an East German artist now living in Hailuoto,  Finland. Please find my CV online (link above).

Einzelkämpfer is my 6th full length solo album and in total the 19th album I released since 1996. As the title suggests the work investigates lone warriors from the deep sea creatures to the human individuals, the woods, our earth, achievements through solitary action and considerations about this.

I based my thoughts and research on scientific papers, ancient and recent literature, personal emotion and created poetry in my audio composing technic "poem producing".

While my recent releases were based around beats (AGF - Words are Misssing, AGF - Dance Floor Drachen, Production of Ellen Alliens Sool record, AGF/DELAY - Symptoms), the new album misses beats for the most of it and turns attention to ambient, noise, poetry and singing on experimental ground. 

This work is solely created and released on my label which is distributed by MDM and Iris Distribution. By doing so I underline the concept of a
lone warrior. 


1. Do Nothing Until (a quiet sense of truth is established)

This track is based on a hum. I sang and recorded while watching an air acrobatic swing in a hoop. A beautiful moment of solitary satisfaction and unity with gravity.

2. We Break Out

This is the only repetitive beat on the album. It is a minimal song about how in a day to day situation with even millions around us, we fight our own fights for survival. How do we break out ? How do we rest ? How do we receive comfort ?

3. Dis-Hero Equals

Here I poemproduced a piece directed to aknowledge single outstanding courage. This song is for Lone Warriors which usually do not receive rewards such as medals, money or most often even recognition.

4. Einzelkaempfer

Perhaps mass culture is no solution to humanity and any stream or movement which has involved many people to achieve something is usually
destructive. Destruction can be sometimes very necessary as we have seen when the wall came down by a determind crowd of East Germans 20 years ago.
What do we follow and believe in? What about Facebook? Myspace? Twitter ? How productive is that for the human kind? Yet humans seem to have a strong desire to cope and collect with each other in masses. It makes me feel slightly uncomfortable. With this music I encourage Einzelkaempfertum! Lone Warriorism.

5. Her Beauty Kills Me

The love for a specific human can be overwhelming and terrifying experience, no matter if its your lover, your mother or your child.
If you really think about it and come to look at it, it can be destroying.

6. Worin mein Mund Zur Bewegung Fand (wherein my mouth found movement)

The Lyrics are partly and probably based on a poetry book of my one time collaborator Ann Cotten. Her book is called: Fremdwoerterbuchsonette (Suhrkamp)
Absolutely recommendable! Wherein my mouth found movement.

7. A Poem in 4 Layers

Writing Poetry for me is pleasure, fully aware of the uselessness of it for most of the planets necessities. Composing sound and composing words
makes no difference to me. Using words or not, voice or not, the recipe for a poem is absolutely indescribable. Ingredients are mostly random, except I sit down to write a song, which I did with none of the pieces on this record.

8. Woods (the fox, the skunk and the rabbit)

Since 2008 I live in the woods and have been enjoying the silence and ordinary minimal movements of nature, the days and nights.
There has been great literature and classics from Walden or Goethe speaking about similar things. One who is in need of focus and charge like me
is absolutely recommended to live in nature. I feel many big cities and even mainland Europe, Uk are places where the density of population and spiraled energy of too many intentions is robbing life out of humans. I feel totally burned out from living in the cities like Berlin and London for almost 20 years of my life. I felt disconnected from the planet. And even if urban structure is fascinating and inspiring, so are the woods but million times more diverse and fairer of it all.

But I have to add without the internet this would be not possible for me, so what i see here is a future.

9. Practicing Beat Anarchy

An outcry for non-sequenced non-linear beat music. My lonely beats.

I do not want to create a movement, but ask humorously to get music out of sequenced format. Sometimes at least.
What is the fascination of timing? Predictability. It is a nice feeling to know where the beat is but equally it is nice not knowing it.

10. Rhythm, Rules and Ink

I have been reading a lot about ancient methods of writing and creating- a very solitary act. In particular i am speaking here of calligraphy, an action i am working and concentrating on since about 10 years now. Its my personal retreat to analog and slow movement. The album artwork is an ink print of a lone warrior before the fight.

11. In Battle

I derived that piece of sound from a bigger composition I made for air dancers. Very solitary action required. see http://doubledutch.poemproducer.com/

12. Kopffüsser (Cephalopod)

Based on a scientific paper: Cephalopod cognition, scholastic psychology by philosopher Arpad Kovacs and psychologist Jennifer Mather published in Res Cogitans Journal.
Is this a blues ?

13. Erde (Earth)

Our earth is a powerful and admirable lone warrior. In my work with the ensemble the Lappetites we several times were honored to perform a musical composition by Eliane Radigue called Elemental 2. When we first met Eliane, she had assigned me to the element of earth, which is what she heard from my works. It was a powerful collaboration with this exceptional lady, she made me work 5 days for ONE LOOP! The right and the only sound which would represent the earth in her compositon. 

thanks to all supporters, thanks for listening
Yours, Poetess





